Solution Brief

The Value of a Docker Subscription
Enable digital transformation for your applications, without lock-in,
with a subscription from Docker.

Meet Docker Enterprise Edition (EE)- The Container Platform for Digital Transformation
The Docker EE subscription delivers the enterprise container management platform that challenges the status
quo of vendor lock-in. The platform is designed to give you the security, flexibility and peace of mind you
require to enable digital transformation and modernize all your applications.

Here’s What You Receive
With a Docker subscription you gain access to the world’s most trusted container management platform, complete with security,
support, a certified ecosystem, long-term stability and infrastructure choice.

Security and Compliance

Long-term Stability and Predictability

A Docker Subscription will give you access to the
strongest, secure by default container platform on the
market. This ensures that your applications are protected and that
you can more easily comply with industry regulations. You’ll have
safer applications, now matter where they are running and can rest
assured that your applications are secured as the move through
your software supply chain and across infrastructure.

Support from The Source
We’re in this together. The subscription comes with
direct support from the Docker Support team, with
dedicated service levels and backed by the engineering team that
created Docker. This eliminates the worry of having to spend time
solving untimely issues yourself. It also gives you hotfixes, security
patches and updates to the Docker platform.

Trusted and Certified Ecosystem
Ecosystem technology extends and complements
a platform. Docker EE you not only get an enterprise
grade container platform but certified technology for the
environment. This ecosystem is comprised of certified containers
and certified plugins available on infrastructure certified by Docker.
These technologies are delivered as containers built with best
practices for security and cooperative support to ensure the
environment runs smoothly.

 e realize as enterprises it can be difficult to keep up
W
with rapidly changing technology. This subscription
allows your to work within the timeline that works best for your
application lifecycle. It marches to a quarterly release cadence
and carries a one year maintenance window. It also includes a
three release support policy giving you full support for the current
Enterprise Edition version plus the three previous versions as well.
This means that your team doesn’t have to update your version
each quarter.

Choice of Infrastructure
 o one enjoys being locked into a single infrastructure
N
type or OS. This subscription offers you the flexibility
that made Docker popular, the ability to leverage any infrastructure
that works best for your business. The Docker EE platform can be
deployed onto any infrastructure type including bare metal, virtual
machines or cloud allowing you to leverage the same docker
platform across different infrastructure and full portability for your
applications across them. This choice frees you from infrastructure
lock-in, allows you to use your resources efficiently, reduces
costs associated with maintaining applications and allows you to
optimize the use of expensive incumbent infrastructure.
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